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“We vouch for nothing and stand our ground.”


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________



A Note to Our Readers


Readers may have noticed that it has been three years, more or less, since the Winter Creek Declaimer last found print.  The full story is too involved and lengthy to share here, but suffice it to say that our long silence was not voluntary.  Shortly after publication of our most recent number (Vol. 2 No. 1, Winter 2003), staffers noted audible clicks and sounds of human breathing during phone conversations, and soon—around the time our government was declaring victory in Iraq—a small military force took our offices by storm.  Weaponless, we could only hurl books at our assailants and quickly were subdued.  The posse leader, a hulking older fellow with a curiously crooked mouth, repeatedly alarmed us by swiveling abruptly with his shotgun at the slightest protest from any of us.  Even his own troops seemed worried by him.  Within a few days we found ourselves imprisoned in a mountain catacomb that we believe, in retrospect, to have been somewhere in Wyoming, and there we spent the next 32 months, forced to listen night and day to recordings of then-Attorney General John Ashcroft singing “Fly, Sweet Liberty!” against a background rhythm of a chainsaw cutting brush.  We persevered, never losing faith that we lived in the greatest country in the world and that one day we would be restored to freedom.  And so we were.  Late last year, our mountain prison was rent to dust and gravel by bulldozers, explosives, and excited crews of roughnecks drilling for oil.  That same fellow with the shotgun seemed to be running the operation.  He instructed us, rudely, to get the hell out of the way, and so we hitchhiked home to Oregon, hacked away the blackberry thickets that had engulfed our offices, and set to work on this issue of the Declaimer. 

We beg our readers’ indulgence.  We also remind them of clear language in the Declaimer’s mastfoot at the bottom of every issue:  “The Winter Creek Declaimer is published irregularly in the public disinterest.”  That, we realize, is a lot to live up to.  Please know that we try. 


The Local Scene


Since the Declaimer last went to press a new road has been constructed in Veneta (vuh-NEE-ta), the largest town in the Declaimer’s vicinity. The road parallels Route 126, the Eugene-to-Florence highway, set off fifty feet or so to the south side, connecting Territorial Road on the east to Eighth Street on the west. About a quarter-mile long, it is the sort of construction referred to in Triple-A guides and Motel 6 directories as a “frontage road” or “service road.”  So far it fronts only the remnants of the alder thickets it has replaced. Cyclists use it, a roller-blader or two, a few automobiles. Teenagers no doubt find it of some value on weekend nights, though there are other, more secluded roads available to them. 

It is a good-looking road, its asphalt dark and smooth, its white and yellow lines bright and clear.  The empty sidewalk lies unblemished, grown over with a few dewberry vines.  It could be argued that the bottomland it traverses is a bit swampy for a road, but there is nothing unlovely about the road itself. It is a measure of order laid into and onto the ground, a job of work well accomplished, work of a kind Americans are good at. 

The Declaimer recommends that the city fathers and mothers of Veneta maintain this road in its present condition in perpetuity as a work of art.  Wallace Stevens placed a jar in Tennessee; Veneta has placed a road in Oregon.  It is a site and a sight for meditation and reflection.  The addition of buildings along its course would only diminish it, spoiling the simple elegance of its statement.  The road is a road is a road is a road.  By remaining itself over the years, unsullied by development, it would attract throngs of visitors and devotees.  The local economy would prosper.  This road of roads would put Veneta on the map…  

Well. That’s probably the wrong idea, isn’t it. 




An Insidious Turn in the Terrorist Threat


Slowly, and not so slowly, the true extent of the al-Qaeda strategy reveals itself. As America watches its airports and malls and ballparks, menace grows here in the hinterlands. It is well documented that in 1999 terrorist sympathizers attempted to set up a jihad training camp near Bly, in the south-central region of our fair state, a town that gained national attention in 1945 as the site of America’s only civilian homeland casualties of World War Two.  An intact Japanese balloon-bomb, one of many launched into the jet stream from the Japanese mainland, was inadvertently detonated by church picnickers, killing six—a pregnant woman and five children. 

The jihadist visionaries, somewhat less ingenious and imaginative than the Japanese, were taken with the semi-arid landscape of the Bly area, likening it to that of Afghanistan; the camp, however, didn’t work out, possibly because swarthy faces, bearded and mustachioed, blended poorly with the demographic profile of Bly, a ranching and former timber town of 700 souls. 

But we now know that a more subtle tactic has been launched. Malcontents in rural deer tribes, with time on their hooves and little to do besides scratch their fleas, have been converting to Islam in herds and taking training for suicide missions. A fetching doe nearly succeeded in obliterating the Declaimer one recent evening, as we drove our pickup south on a rural stretch of Interstate 5 in pursuit of a story. The cunning beast timed her mission with such precision that the Declaimer could swerve neither left nor right. We could only smack her broadside at some fifty miles per hour, destroying our venerable truck, wrenching our back, and—our one satisfaction—delivering the Banzai Bambi to her afterlife, where no doubt she had been promised surcease from all fleas and a garden of young cherry leaves and tomato plants to browse for all eternity. 

The tow truck driver, duly commiserative, remarked that he is seeing more and more such incidents.  They account for some fifty percent of his work, and they do not always end so well.  Red, the Declaimer’s wife, once swerved so hard to avoid a “deer” that she plowed her car first into a ditch and then into a stout tree, ending up dazed and half-smothered by a deployed air bag.  That vehicle too was totaled.  It is true that this cloven-hoofed campaign has taken only a few lives as yet, but readers, do not take it lightly on that account.  When the terrorists attack our motor vehicles they strike at the heart of our freedom, the very foundation of all that makes our lives worth living.  They aim to turn us into sniveling, cowed stay-at-homers who venture out only on bicycles and in crammed-full buses and trolley cars, the joy of private motor travel—our birthright—lost to us forever. 

The Declaimer, for one, has decided to resist.  We have purchased a longer, wider, higher, beefier, and more powerful truck—a Hummer, our first choice, exceeded our budget—and in this new rig we ply the highways undaunted, a case of beer at our side and a battle cry on our lips. The Declaimer urges the same of you.  Reclaim the highways of our homeland.  But to do so you must first shake off the sentimental brainwashing of your childhood—this conspiracy is older and deeper than we know, and yes, Walt Disney is implicated—and understand these creatures for what they are.  That wild animal by the side of the road is nothing cute or tender, no icon of innocence.  It is a large, mangy, long-legged rat with ears, and it intends to kill you.    




America in One of its Periodic Fits of Morality


One can scarcely read the sporting news these days, or listen to it, without coming across much outraged rhetoric about “performance-enhancing drugs.”  What unadulterated sewage.

The Declaimer—like most of you, dear readers—had several doses of a performance-enhancing drug with breakfast this morning, and we did indeed perform better than we would have in its absence.  Should we be reviled, banned, or jailed for this?  Should the Declaimer have to wear an asterisk on its name because our drug ingestion gave it an unfair advantage over other periodicals?

We took three different performance-enhancing drugs this evening, one before supper, one during, and one after, and once again we performed well, at least in our own perception, or perhaps it was our immediate environment whose performance was upgraded.  Does it matter?  For this, should we be branded with the letters P-ED upon our brow?

Why this foofaraw and pother now, when humans have been partaking of P-EDs for decades and centuries?  Samuel Taylor Coleridge took a dream-inducing anodyne and wrote “Kubla Khan.”  Should this poem be expunged from the Norton Anthology, banished from the canon?  Should poets and writers be forced to submit to drug tests—to piss into a cup in the presence of functionaries from the Ministry of Fair Play in the Creation of Literature?   

The Beats performed quite memorably under the influence of various drugs, well enough to wrest poetry and fiction out of the academy.  (We need them again.)  Oregon’s own Ken Kesey, famously, wrote One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest while regularly pounding his head with LSD.  Hell of a performance!  The rest of us who took that drug produced nothing so substantial, but still, we found the performance of consciousness itself remarkably enhanced—indeed, more strangely and powerfully than we found comfortable. 

Clearly, in the name of consistency, if we are going to condemn athletes for taking the P-EDs they are alleged to have taken, we must also condemn insomniacs who take sleeping pills, nervous wrecks who take tranquilizers, bald pates who take Propecia and its ilk, and, most definitely, all men who take Viagra, Levitra, or Cialis.  Their sexual performance is bogus, artificially elevated.  Women have the right to know and adjust their record books.  

And for that matter, why should my friend Roger get to eat ice cream all day because he has enhanced the performance of his circulatory system by taking Lipitor, while the Declaimer must make do with oat bran gruel and lettuce like some barnyard animal?  

It’s enough to drive a man to drugs.    





The News is Not New


The San Francisco Chronicle reports that the most powerful supercomputer in the world is now operational at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, restoring the U.S. to the top of the worldwide supercomputer power standings. What a relief!  The machine, dubbed BlueGene, performs 360 trillion calculations per second, which is the number of calculations all human beings on Earth together would perform simultaneously if each of us could do 60,000 calculations per second and could agree on the second in which to do them. 

BlueGene is used, the Chronicle reporter writes, exclusively for nuclear weapons research. One of its present tasks is to study how plutonium ages over extended periods of time. This research is considered crucial to the maintenance of nuclear armaments.




Spiritual Dialogue with Sri Shivalingum Biggum


With this issue the Declaimer introduces a new feature, a spiritual advice column hosted by one of the great religious luminaries of our time.  Sri Shivalingum Biggum has consented to perform this service, and we are honored to have him.  All praise, Sri.  Readers in search of spiritual guidance may submit questions to Sri Shivalingum in care of the Declaimer at one of the addresses on the mastfoot at the bottom of every issue.


Dear Shivalingum,

How can I become truly humble in 30 days or less?

Arthur Atman
Albany, Oregon

Dear Atman,

Having achieved perfect humility in my every thought, word, and action, I am understandably reluctant to answer your question.

The main thing about being humble is that you've got to ace the competition.  The moment I sense that another person is humble, I feel inwardly threatened and immediately take the offensive.

Please try this tactic for 30 days and then give me a progress report. 


Dear Sri Shiva,

Are people in central Oregon more spiritually advanced than people in southern California?

Puzzled by Appearances
Woodstock, NY

Dear Puzzled,

There are hordes of uncertified yogis, defrocked priests, de-loinclothed sadhus, johnny-come-lately-gurus, etc., all claiming to know the answer to your question.  However, these people are very egotistical and biased as hell about the outcome (depending, of course, upon whether they live in central Oregon or in southern California).

An impartial, scientific, and objective inquiry is called for.  This can best be achieved by the application of proven sociological methodologies to demographically valid indices, viz:

	What are the relative percentages of people within each demographic domain who practice daily meditation techniques?

What are the relative percentages of people who have opened their chakras?
What percentage of people are out-of-work and meditating on welfare?
What percentage of people live in estate mansion tracts partitioned by dog runs?
What percentage of people are stockpiling personal biochemical weapon arsenals (guaranteed by the Second Amendment) in order to protect their spiritual auras?

I will be happy to delve more deeply into these topics in a future column, if my readers request it.


Dear Shivalingum,

I am hopelessly addicted to pornography, gambling, and methamphetamine.  Can you help me?

Anonymous Addict
San Francisco, CA

Dear Anonymous,

You must sublimate your vulgar and obsessive desires with the loftier samskaras of marriage, real estate investments, and plastic surgery.


Dear Shivalingum,

I am addicted to eating rotten foods and decayed meat, drinking polluted water, mental sloth, and evil passions (necrophilia, especially). Can you help me?

Fallen Left-handed Tantric Practitioner
Salem, Oregon

Dear Fallen Lefty,

You must sublimate your vulgar and obsessive desires with the loftier samskaras of pornography, gambling and methamphetamine.




Music Country


One of the less-noted ill effects of the George W. Bush presidency has been the unfortunate and undue besmirchment of the state of Texas.  Twice unfortunate, given first that Bush is no true Texan, and second that Texas is one of the most soulful states of the union.  Its music and musicians alone attest to that.  Let the latest work of Jimmie Dale Gilmore, one of the finest of a remarkable array of Lone Star minstrels over the years, stand as evidence.

Fans of traditional country can only have been pleased by the release last year of Gilmore’s Come On Back, a memorial album dedicated to his father, Brian Gilmore, who died a few years ago of Lou Gehrig’s disease and was something of a country musician himself.  The CD’s thirteen songs were favorites of the senior Gilmore, and it’s clear enough from his respectful, spirited renditions that they rank high with his son as well.

The Declaimer’s favorites abound...  “Pick Me Up on Your Way Down,” a sprightly account of lost love and class consciousness.  The Hank Snow classic, “I’m Movin’ On.”  “Four Walls,” a lonely operatic lament first made popular by Jim Reeves.  And the signature song of Ernest Tubb, the Texas Troubadour, “I’m Walking the Floor Over You.”    

The great Jimmie Rodgers—in whose honor Gilmore received his first name—is accorded his due in the ballad “Standin’ on the Corner (Blue Yodel No. 9),” sung in the persona of a quick-witted and quick-legged sharpie of the streets of Memphis.  When a cop accosts him and tells him, “Big boy, you’re gonna have to give me your name,” our hero replies:

          Well, you can find my name on the tail of my shirt—
          I’m a Tennessee hustler and I don’t have to work.

Gilmore records one Hank Williams title on every album, and his choice this time around, “I’ll Never Get Out of This World Alive,” displays the Alabama maestro’s genius as a comic lyricist.  The song’s “kind of mad” narrator—I’ve had a lot of luck but it’s all been bad—details his considerable misfortunes:

          These shabby shoes I’m wearin’ all the time
          Are full of holes and nails.
          Brother, if I stepped on a worn-out dime
          I bet a nickel I could tell if it was heads or tails…

Gilmore sings the Johnny Cash tune “Train of Love” with more verve and nuance than the Man in Black himself ever sang it, and his up-tempo rendition of “Gotta Travel On” (you’ve heard it:  I’ve laid around and played around / This old town too long…) rises to the level of an American anthem.  (If you play it in your car, do keep an eye on the speedometer.)  Country is our great music of getting on down the highway, whether at the urging of one’s heart or merely one’s wish to stay out of jail, and Gilmore has a special affinity for this literature.

Come On Back, the CD’s title, is taken from the lyrics of “Pick Me Up on Your Way Down,” but surely Gilmore intends a further meaning.  In the early 1990s he brought out an album, Spinning Around the Sun, that earned him a Grammy nomination and the attention of many new listeners.  It contains some of the best and best-sung country songs the Declaimer has ever heard, Gilmore’s voice launching on such silvery flights as to give the listener shivers.  It is the only music known to have put a quaver into the voice of Terry Gross, who interviewed Gilmore on Fresh Air and mainly asked him to keep singing.

The two albums that followed—Braver Newer World and One Endless Night—each contained beauties but were disappointments overall, in that the music was over-engineered in the studio, too full of echoes and other special effects.  Gilmore submitted himself to wrong-headed producers.  The poem fails when it strays too far from song, wrote Ezra Pound.  And the song fails when it strays too far from its folk roots.  

Jimmie Dale Gilmore doesn’t have that sublime voice anymore.  The wonder is that he or anyone ever did.  Only Roy Orbison’s and the very young Merle Haggard’s might compare.  But Gilmore’s present pipes are quite adequate to the task of the songs on Come On Back, and his unfancified renditions make clear that he has come on back to his West Texas origins.  Listeners can only be grateful.  Even with its scratches and strains, the wear and tear of his sixty years, Jimmie Dale Gilmore’s voice can still ride closer to the angels than any mortal’s should.





Giving Hell to the Declaimer Department 


No letters have arrived in the Declaimer’s mail bag since we last went to press.  Well, of course, we can hear our readers grump.  It’s been three years of no Declaimer.  

Rubbish.  Your grousing is self-serving.  Why should the Declaimer stay in touch with you if you refuse to stay in touch with it?  Three years, and you couldn’t have troubled to dip your quill just once?  

With characteristic generosity, the Declaimer is prepared to forgive you.  Here below we reprint our letters policy: 

Letters to the Declaimer are welcome.  The Declaimer will publish those letters it sees fit to publish, editing at its discretion, and may subject published letters to ridicule, effusive praise, or other appropriate responses.  (The Declaimer understands and accepts that letter writers might subject the Declaimer to ridicule, effusive praise, or other appropriate responses.)

The Declaimer cannot answer or comment on letters it does not publish.  Letters should be no longer than 150 words and should be well written, though not so well written as to embarrass the Declaimer.

Letters must be signed with the writer’s name and home town and should be clearly addressed to the Winter Creek Declaimer at the email or postal address on the mastfoot at the bottom of every issue.




The Presidency Within Reach


It seems likely that the Democratic Party will make gains in the midterm elections this November, perhaps even retake one of the houses of Congress.  This should effectively neuter whatever slapdash policy initiatives the Bush administration may attempt in the throes of its final disintegration, though the throes unneutered might do more to improve the prospects of electing a Democratic president in 2008.  That prospect seems bright in any case.  The table will be set, and the only thing that could spoil the main course is…well, the Democrats themselves.  

The Declaimer will be blunt:  A liberal from the Northeast cannot be elected President of the United States.  Neither can sitting Democratic senators from any region, because their voting record on the Iraq War, the Patriot Act, and the like will all too easily be twisted into the garrote that strangles them.  Witness Senator Kerry in 2004.  The Declaimer admires Senators Bayh, Biden and Clinton—and Kerry as well, his inept campaign notwithstanding—but none of them can win in 2008.  The great danger is that Senator Clinton, in particular, all too easily can win the Democratic nomination.

It would be a grave mistake.  Democrats should look to their past successes, rare as those have been.  In the years since Lyndon Baines Johnson was elected to a full term in 1964, two Democratic presidents have been elected, Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton.  Both were southerners, and both had been governors of southern states.  (And both were good presidents, despite their missteps.  Carter, the Declaimer believes, has been considerably underrated.  History will redeem him.) 

In 2008, winning one southern state, while holding the so-called blue states, would yield a Democrat as president.  A southern-governor candidate might well win several states in the South.  And where but to the Democratic candidate, wherever he is from, are the blue state voters going to turn?  To the noxious Republican candidate, whoever that may be?  To Ralph Nader?  (Dear God, not again…)

The Declaimer commends two potentially strong candidates to its readers’ attention.  Former Governor of Virginia Mark Warner is said to be already running a pre-campaign.  He is perhaps not as liberal as many Democrats would like, but look, people.  Get a grip.  The country isn’t as liberal as many Democrats would like.  Some of us, I fear, are still in denial.  It has been a quarter-century since Ronald Reagan was elected President of the United States in a landslide.  He left office eight years later as one of the most popular first executives in our history (a reputation probably better deserved, on style points alone, than many of us would like to admit).  

The Democratic Party will not prosper without reclaiming from the Republican tent some of the voters Reagan first lured away from them.  Governor Warner can do this.  He got himself elected as a Democrat and served as a popular governor in one of the most conservative states of the union.  He is electable as president, and it is safe to assume that most Democrats will find him far superior to his opposition.

The other potential candidate is another dark horse, at least for the moment, but he has significant advantages.  Though once a United States Senator, he was not in office during the run-up to the present war.  He enlisted in the military in 1969 and served in Vietnam as an Army journalist.  He is well versed in foreign policy, military matters, and international affairs.  Though his speaking style leaves something to be desired, he does not smirk or bluster.  Though not a governor, he is a southerner.  He has eight years’ experience in the executive branch of the federal government.  To top it off, he has run for the presidency before, and he won the vote.  

Readers, you know who the Declaimer means.  Consider him.  And if he chooses to run and turns out to be the strongest candidate, vote for him.  




The Place for Poetry


The Declaimer offers the following poem as solace to those Northwesterners left deflated by the defeat of their Seattle Seahawks at the hands of the Pittsburgh Steelers in the recent Super Bowl.  It is, of course, by Emily Dickinson.  What other poet is capable of finding such richness in loss?  This titleless poem is Dickinson’s No. 67, written in or 
about 1859.
                                                 
                                                 Success is counted sweetest 
                                                 By those who ne'er succeed. 
                                                 To comprehend a nectar 
                                                 Requires sorest need. 
                                                 Not one of all the purple Host 
                                                 Who took the Flag today 
                                                 Can tell the definition 
                                                 So clear of Victory 
                                                 As he defeated – dying –    
                                                 On whose forbidden ear 
                                                 The distant strains of triumph 
                                                 Burst agonized and clear! 


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
                                       

The Winter Creek Declaimer is published irregularly in the public disinterest.  The Winter Creek Declaimer is the original Winter Creek Declaimer and the only Winter Creek Declaimer authorized to publish under the title Winter Creek Declaimer or any other title.

It is the Declaimer’s philosophy that every effort should be made to fuse fact with opinion and truth with fiction, and that attitude is the soul of good writing, which the Declaimer does not purport to provide.  The Declaimer is 100% guaranteed.  If any reader is not satisfied with the Declaimer, the Declaimer will cheerfully refund full purchase price plus ten percent.

The Declaimer is a party to the Kyoto Global Warming Protocol and is closely associated with the Industrial Workers of the World, the National Rifle Association, and Earth First!.  No live animals are injured or mistreated in producing the Declaimer other than those slaughtered and eaten for dinner.

The Winter Creek Declaimer is distributed for an appropriate price via the web address listed below, where it is downloadable.  Upon request (email to the address below), it can be transmitted as an electronic mail attachment.  It is disseminated in printed form by U. S. mail to the technologically quaint.  (The quaint may be assessed a nominal postage fee from time to time.)

If you feel you are receiving the Declaimer in error, prove it.  The Declaimer reserves the right to refuse service to no one and recognizes no one’s right to refuse it.

If you know someone who should be receiving the Declaimer, kindly advise him or her of the web address below.  Or, provide the Declaimer with the electronic or postal address where the Declaimer should be sent.  

The Declaimer does not transact business over the telephone.  The Declaimer does not answer the telephone.

Material published in the Winter Creek Declaimer may be quoted free of charge so long as the Winter Creek Declaimer is clearly cited as its source.

The Declaimer is an equal opportunity performer.

All rights deserved.


The Winter Creek Declaimer
23030 W. Sheffler Road
Elmira, OR 97437

Jfd48@aol.com


http://www.johndaniel-author.net/oddsandends.php#declaimer


